February 10, 2020
Kristin Vogel
PO Box 453
Garberville, CA 95542
SUBJECT:

RESPONSE TO PROTEST
GSD PETITIONS FOR CHANGE IN PLACE OF USE ON LICENSE 3404 AND PERMIT
20789 (APPLICATIONS 9686 and 29981) OF GARBERVILLE SANITARY DISTRICT,
SOUTH FORK EEL RIVER IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY

Dear Ms. Vogel:
The Garberville Sanitary District received a protest filed by Kristin Vogel for the petitions for
change in place of use on License 3404 and Permit 20789. In accordance with Water Code
sections 1700 et seq. and from California Code of Regulations, title 23, sections 796 and 745 et
seq., the District is providing an answer to the allegations contained in the protest. The District
has reviewed the protest to determine what the protestant’s objections are to the approval of
the petition and the basis for these objections. To best organize our answer, we have provided
a response following each paragraph, which was copied directly from your memo attached
to the PROTEST – APPLICATION dated November 30, 2019.

The District’s Legal Counsel prepared a Water Service Agreement (WSA), which will be
recorded against the property’s title, that clearly details the locations, type of use, and
monthly quantity of water allowed to be used at the SHCP before the water service is turned
off. This agreement has been executed by the GSD Board of Directors and the SHCP Board of
Directors and is fully enforceable in court should that become necessary. A copy of this
agreement is attached for your reference.
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Some of the specific sections from the executed WSA that detail the limitations for this water
service extension are:
5.
Limitations on Water Service Connection Use. The new three-quarter inch (¾”) water meter and
associated waterlines shall be used for residential purposes only at the existing facilities and for public recreation drinking
fountain uses, as described in Section 1 of this Agreement, and shall not be used to serve future development on the SHCP
Property. Any proposed water usage for future development purposes on the SHCP Property will be evaluated by the District
based upon the District’s available water supply at such time as SHCP requests any expanded uses and shall require
subsequent written approval by the District, the County of Humboldt, annexation into the jurisdictional boundary by
Humboldt LAFCo, and all governmental agencies and regulatory bodies having authority over such usage. SHCP expressly
acknowledges that nothing in this Agreement shall constitute the District’s express or implied consent or ability to provide
water service to any structures or areas on the SHCP Property other than those existing structures identified in Section 2 of
this Agreement. Water service shall not be extended to other structures on or portions of the SHCP Property without the
prior written approval of GSD, which can be granted or denied in GSD’s exclusive discretion. In addition to the foregoing:
5.1.
Any water usage on the SHCP Property shall not exceed two thousand (2000) cubic feet per
calendar month. The area of usage shall be expressly limited to those portions of the SHCP Property approved for
water service by Humboldt LAFCo and within the GSD permitted “Place of Use”, contingent upon approval of the
GSD Application.
5.2.
Any water usage on the SHCP Property will be monitored monthly in conjunction with the reading
of the water meter. GSD shall notify SHCP if and when the usage reading exceeds 2,000 cubic feet per month.
GSD shall have the right and option, in its discretion, to shut off the meter if the usage is more than 3,000 cubic feet
per month for any two months in a twelve (12) month period. As of the Effective Date of this Agreement, SHCP
acknowledges that it does not need to exceed nor intend to exceed the 2,000 cubic feet per month restriction to serve
the existing improvements located on the SHCP Property described in Section 1 of this Agreement.
5.3.
The area(s) on the SHCP Property served by the water meter contemplated for construction in
Section 1 of this Agreement must at all times be consistent with the Humboldt LAFCo approved water service area
and the California State Water Resources Control Board approved Place of Use restrictions on GSD water service.
5.4.
Should SHCP, at any time, petition GSD to expand the service area, change the proposed uses for
the water service, or need to increase the quantity of water consumed each month beyond those recited in this
Agreement, then SHCP will be required to annex the SHCP Property into the GSD jurisdictional boundary. This
will include following any process required by Humboldt LAFCo process for annexation. Any change in service
area will also require a change in Place of Use subject to the approval of the SWRCB Division of Water Rights.

Whether the 2,000 cubic feet per month are used for residential or commercial uses has no
effect of the river. The District has the authority to divert up to 80 million gallons per year from
the river. The SHCP’s 24,000 cubic feet (179,520 gallons) per year is 0.2% of this total and
inconsequential.
The impact of this allocation to SHCP was analyzed in the Garberville Sanitary District Final
Recirculated Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration dated Sept 2013 and reconfirmed in
the addendum adopted by HLAFCo in September 2019. HLAFCo’s Addendum states in part
“In 2013, GSD completed an IS/MND to support the addition of areas that were being served
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by the Garberville Water Company system, purchased by GSD in 2004, to GSD’s jurisdictional
boundary and POU. The 2013 IS/MND included a discussion of historical water service to SHCP
by means of an existing meter located on an adjacent parcel and stated that GSD would
consider future extension of water service to the park. As such, water service to SHCP was
included as part of the cumulative impact analysis for the IS/MND which takes into
consideration anticipated future projects. Water supply to the park was also included in GSD’s
total water allocation that was used for analysis in the 2013 IS/MND.”
In addition, a site specific CEQA document was prepared by the County of Humboldt entitled
“Southern Humboldt Community Park Final Environmental Impact Report (SCH#2010092037),
November 2016” and the “Southern Humboldt Community Park Draft Environmental Impact
Report (SCH#2010092037), April 2016” to inform potential Humboldt County General Plan and
Zoning Ordinance changes and to obtain a conditional use permit for certain proposed uses
of SHCP.
A Notice of Determination for these various CEQA documents was filed by the
− Garberville Sanitary District
− Humboldt Local Agency Formation Commission
− State Water Resources Control Board – Division of Water Rights
− County of Humboldt Board of Supervisors
The deadlines for filing a challenge to the actions have expired for these Notices of
Determination. Public comments were received and considered numerous times throughout
these CEQA processes prior to each lead agency’s action. There were no challenges filed for
any of these CEQA actions. You provided public comments into each of those public
environmental review processes and had the opportunity to challenge the lead agency’s
decision at that time.
HLAFCo’s 2019 Addendum states “As verified in this Addendum, the 2013 IS/MND analyses and
the conclusions remain current and valid. The proposed service extension would not cause
new significant effects not identified in the 2013 IS/MND nor increase the level of
environmental effect to substantial or significant, and, hence, no new mitigation measures
would be necessary to reduce significant effects. No change has occurred with respect to
circumstances surrounding the proposed project that would cause new or substantially more
severe significant environmental effects than were identified in the 2013 IS/MND. In addition,
no new information has become available that shows that the project would cause new or
substantially more severe significant environmental effects which have not already been
analyzed in the 2013 IS/MND. Therefore, no further environmental review is required beyond
this Addendum.”
The “out-of-area service connection” has already been approved by the Humboldt Local
Agency Formation Commission (HLAFCo) when we received unanimous approval to provide
service to this property during the September 18, 2019 Commission meeting. The District is now
petitioning to add the same area approved by HLAFCo to the Place of Use for the
appropriative water license and permit.
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A fact that needs to be kept in mind when reviewing the SHCP’s water supply and demand
needs, is that the SHPC has a riparian water right that has no limitations on diversion quantities
so long as the water is beneficially used on SHCP property. The SHCP agreed to place a
limitation on the diversions made during low flows as part of the FEIR. The SHCP limits are:
“SHCP staff will track streamflow at Sylvandale (USGS Gauge #11476500), available
from USGS website) between July 1st and October 31st. If streamflow drops below 40
cfs, streamflow data will be checked daily before diverting water from the South Fork
Eel River infiltration gallery for sports field irrigation. No diversion from the South Fork Eel
River infiltration gallery will occur when the collected streamflow data shows the flow at
Sylvandale (USGS Gauge #11476500) is less than 30 cfs. The LSAA with the CDFW
requires that streamflow be measured prior to any diversion if water is diverted between
July 1 and October 31. Measurements shall be taken at USGS Gauge 11476500.”
The SHCP has installed a meter on their riparian diversion so that they no longer have to
estimate the quantity of water being diverted from the river.
The very small quantity of water being proposed for supply by the District is only to meet the
Park’s need for potable water. They will continue to utilize the spring, wells, and river diversion
for their other uses on the property including agricultural irrigation.
In addition to the extensive CEQA analysis completed in the above listed documents, the
District’s Board of Directors receives and reviews the Annual Water Capacity Analysis report.
The goal of this report is to document the possible projects that have been reviewed by the
District throughout the year, the project’s estimated water consumption, the outstanding
development potential of every parcel within the District, a comparison between estimated
and actual useage for newly connected projects, and the actual water diverted from each of
the District’s water sources. This report specifically lists the SHCP property and the allocation of
2,000 cubic feet per month for use at the SHCP on page 10 (180,000 gallons per year
included). The purpose of this analysis is to make sure that the District doesn’t approve
projects for water service beyond the District’s appropriative limits. The trend shown on page
6 clearly shows that the annual water diversion is trending slightly downward, not increasing.
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The projects you list are concepts that have been brought forward to the District Board, but
with the exception of the Bank (which is a remodel at an existing customer’s property); they
have yet to be approved for water service. The estimate for anticipated water use at the
hospital site was completed by SHN Engineers, not Jennie Short of 4Js Consulting, and was for
the maximum conceivable project and may not be an accurate representation of what the
hospital actually applies for from the District.
In summary, the Park’s project has been analyzed several times, by several different agencies,
to meet regulatory requirements for various approvals requested and each time the agency
came to the conclusion that the minimal amount of water proposed for supply by the District
to the SHCP would have no adverse impact on the environment or the South Fork of the Eel
River, and could be serviced by our existing appropriative rights.
In closing, I believe that this letter supplies the needed answers for your protest issues to be
sufficiently resolved. The District along with HLAFCo and Humboldt County all agree that the
CEQA process used is sufficient and no challenges to the actions were filed. If you have
questions or need further information please contact Jennie Short at jmshort@garbervillesd.org
or by phone at (707) 223-4567. All mailed correspondence should be sent to Garberville
Sanitary District, Attn: Jennie Short, P.O. Box 211, Garberville, CA 95542.
Respectfully,

Ralph Emerson
GSD General Manager
JMS
Cc:

State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Rights, Petitions and Licensing Unit
Attn: Michael Meza and Scott McFarland
PO Box 2000
Sacramento, CA, 95812-2000
Mitchell Law Firm
Attn: Russ Gans, Esq.
P.O. Drawer 1008
Eureka, CA 95502
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Recording Requested By and
When Recorded Return To:
Garberville Sanitary District
P.O. Box 211
Garberville, CA 95542

APN:

222-091-015

Space Above this Line for Recorder’s Use Only

WATER SERVICE AGREEMENT
THIS WATER SERVICE AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is entered into as of
_______________, 2019 (the “Effective Date”), by and between the Garberville Services
District (hereinafter “GSD” or “District”), a California public entity, and the Southern Humboldt
Community Park (hereinafter “SHCP”), a California non-profit public benefit corporation.
Where collective reference is intended, SHCP and the District are referred to as the “Parties” in
this Agreement.
Recitals
A.
WHEREAS, SHCP is the owner of that certain real property commonly known as
the Southern Humboldt Community Park located at 1144 Sprowel Creek Road, Garberville,
California (APN 222-091-015) and more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and
made a part hereof (the “SHCP Property”).
B.

WHEREAS, the SHCP Property is used as a public park

C.
WHEREAS, an ”Application Form for Cities and Districts to Provide Services
Outside Agency Boundaries to LAFCo” has been submitted and is currently pending before the
Humboldt Local Area Formation Commission (the “Outside Service Application”), which, if
approved, would allow the District to supply water to SHCP;
D.
WHEREAS, SHCP would like a metered water connection to the District’s
existing treated waterline, if and when the Outside Service Application is approved by LAFCo,
for the purposes of providing potable water to the existing residences and outbuildings at the
SHCP Property and to public water fountains for public users of the park;
NOW, THEREFORE, incorporating the foregoing recitals of fact and for good and
valuable consideration the adequacy and receipt of which is hereby acknowledge, the Parties
agree as follows:
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Agreement
1.
Water Meter Connection. Contingent and conditional upon (i) LAFCo’s
approval of the Outside Service Application and (ii) the California State Water Resources
Control Board’s (“SWRCB’s”) approval of the SHCP Property as part of GSD’s Place of Use
permit and license, the District shall allow SHCP, at SHCP’s sole cost and expense, to install one
(1), three-quarter inch (¾”) meter for one (1) new service connection from Tooby Ranch Road
off of the existing 8” waterline that was constructed adjacent to the Tooby Ranch Road, to serve
only the existing residences and outbuildings on the SHCP Property existing as of the Effective
Date and public water fountains to be constructed on the SHCP Property in the area depicted as
the “Proposed Water Service Areas” on the Diagram attached hereto as Exhibit B. This meter
will be billed as a multi-family residential account. SHCP will directly pay and/or reimburse
GSD for all fees, costs and expenses, of every type and nature, including, without limitation,
costs for environmental and engineering studies and application fees, incurred from or with
retained consultants, public agencies, and other persons or entities related to the assessment and
inspection of the meter. These obligations include, without limitation, reimbursement for all
consultant’s fees, LAFCo charges, administrative costs, staff time, and costs and fees for any
environmental studies or assessments required by SWRCB and/or LAFCo, and/or any other
authority related to the SHCP application for water service.
The District will pay for the first $5,000 of consultant costs associated with Jennie Short
preparing and processing the application to LAFCo and SWRCB for water service. SHCP shall
provide a $2,000.00 deposit towards these fees and will be billed monthly (or quarterly at the
District’s option) for actual expenses incurred. SHCP will reimburse GSD for all amounts billed
beyond the deposit. Once the total amount due is known, an amortization schedule (with a 0%
interest rate, quarterly payments for a thirty-six (36) month repayment term) will be prepared by
GSD and provided to SHCP.
SHCP agrees to accept the District or consultant’s estimate of what portion of total costs were
associated with the SHCP application as conclusive. SHCP acknowledges that LAFCo may not
estimate what their charges will be, and the amount of the LAFCo charges are out of the
District’s control and will be invoiced by LAFCo as they are incurred. SHCP will pay all
LAFCo charges directly to LAFCo upon receipt of the LAFCo invoice.
2.
Additional Water Connection Requirements. If the waterline referenced in
Section 1 is constructed, prior to the commencement of water service SHCP agrees, at SHCP’s
sole cost and expense, to design and install water pressure reducing equipment and backflow
prevention equipment (and associated equipment) meeting specifications satisfactory to the
District and the Division of Drinking Water at SWRCB, in the District’s discretion. SHCP
agrees to design, construct, and maintain the pressure reducing equipment and backflow
prevention equipment to insure it is compatible with the water pressures occurring on the
transmission line. The design and specifications applicable to the water pressure reducing
equipment and backflow prevention equipment shall be reviewed and approved by the District
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prior to installation. In addition to the foregoing, before water service is provided SHCP will be
obligated to pressure test all waterline line infrastructure located on the SHCP Property to the
satisfaction of GSD.
3.
Maintenance Obligations. If installed, SHCP is responsible for the installation
and maintenance of all water lines located behind the GSD water meter, including maintenance
of the water pressure reducing equipment and backflow prevention equipment.
4.
Connection Fee Reduction. If the waterline is constructed, GSD shall impose no
water connection fee on SHCP. However, SHCP will unilaterally bear all costs and expenses
associated with the installation of the new water meter, and the design and installation of the
water pressure reducing equipment, backflow prevention equipment, and any other equipment
necessary for the water system to function from the connection point of the SHCP water meter.
SHCP will reimburse GSD for all fees, costs and expenses, of every type and nature, for costs
related to the equipment design, installation and inspection.
5.
Limitations on Water Service Connection Use. The new three-quarter inch
(¾”) water meter and associated waterlines shall be used for residential purposes only at the
existing facilities and for public recreation drinking fountain uses, as described in Section 1 of
this Agreement, and shall not be used to serve future development on the SHCP Property. Any
proposed water usage for future development purposes on the SHCP Property will be evaluated
by the District based upon the District’s available water supply at such time as SHCP requests
any expanded uses and shall require subsequent written approval by the District, the County of
Humboldt, annexation into the jurisdictional boundary by Humboldt LAFCo, and all
governmental agencies and regulatory bodies having authority over such usage. SHCP expressly
acknowledges that nothing in this Agreement shall constitute the District’s express or implied
consent or ability to provide water service to any structures or areas on the SHCP Property other
than those existing structures identified in Section 2 of this Agreement. Water service shall not
be extended to other structures on or portions of the SHCP Property without the prior written
approval of GSD, which can be granted or denied in GSD’s exclusive discretion. In addition to
the foregoing:
5.1.
Any water usage on the SHCP Property shall not exceed two thousand
(2000) cubic feet per calendar month. The area of usage shall be expressly limited to
those portions of the SHCP Property approved for water service by Humboldt LAFCo
and within the GSD permitted “Place of Use”, contingent upon approval of the GSD
Application.
5.2.
Any water usage on the SHCP Property will be monitored monthly in
conjunction with the reading of the water meter. GSD shall notify SHCP if and when the
usage reading exceeds 2,000 cubic feet per month. GSD shall have the right and option,
in its discretion, to shut off the meter if the usage is more than 3,000 cubic feet per month
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for any two months in a twelve (12) month period. As of the Effective Date of this
Agreement, SHCP acknowledges that it does not need to exceed nor intend to exceed the
2,000 cubic feet per month restriction to serve the existing improvements located on the
SHCP Property described in Section 1 of this Agreement.
5.3.
The area(s) on the SHCP Property served by the water meter contemplated
for construction in Section 1 of this Agreement must at all times be consistent with the
Humboldt LAFCo approved water service area and the California State Water Resources
Control Board approved Place of Use restrictions on GSD water service.
5.4.
Should SHCP, at any time, petition GSD to expand the service area,
change the proposed uses for the water service, or need to increase the quantity of water
consumed each month beyond those recited in this Agreement, then SHCP will be
required to annex the SHCP Property into the GSD jurisdictional boundary. This will
include following any process required by Humboldt LAFCo process for annexation.
Any change in service area will also require a change in Place of Use subject to the
approval of the SWRCB Division of Water Rights.
6.
District Obligations. GSD shall have no obligation to allow SHCP to install the
water meter described unless and until all contingencies to installation recited in this Agreement
are first satisfied, expressly including, without limitation, (i) LAFCo’s approval of the Outside
Service Application, and (ii) the California State Water Resources Control Board’s
(“SWRCB’s”) approval of the SHCP Property as part of GSD’s Place of Use permit. SHCP
acknowledges that GSD does not unilaterally control satisfaction of these contingencies, and
they involve discretionary approvals by third party public entities. GSD shall have no obligation
to satisfy the contingencies recited in Sections 2 and 5 of this Agreement within any definitive
time period, and if and when it becomes clear, in the District’s discretion, that these
contingencies can not be satisfied, the District may stop pursuing satisfaction. The District
expressly reserves to the right, in its discretion, to modify, alter and/or drop and not pursue (i) the
Outside Services Application and (ii) any and all revisions to its Place of Use permit(s) with the
SWRCB. SHCP will remain responsible for reimbursing GSD for expenses incurred as recited
in Section 4 of this Agreement, regardless of whether the applications are approved or denied.
7.
Disputes/Mediation/Litigation/Attorneys Fees. If any dispute with regard to
this Agreement develops between SHCP and the District that the Parties can not voluntarily
resolve, the Parties shall first submit the dispute to one (1) session of non-binding mediation with
a panel mediator appointed by the JAMS Mediation Service in California. Mediation can be
invoked by either party by issuing written demand to the other. If mediation is invoked, the
Parties shall equally share in the cost of mediation. If no resolution of the dispute is reached
after conducting a non-binding mediation session, the Parties may litigate their dispute in the
Superior Court of Humboldt County, California, which is designated as the Court having
jurisdiction and venue of any disputes relating to this Agreement. If a party commences
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litigation without fist attempting to mediate the dispute or refuses to mediate after a demand is
issued by the other party, the Humboldt County Superior Court shall have the power to compel
mediation, and impose reasonable attorney’s fees and costs on the party refusing mediation. If
mediation fails and litigation ensues, the prevailing party in any such litigation shall be entitled
to an award of reasonable attorney’s fees and costs from the adverse party.
8.
Restrictions on Transfer or Assignment of the SHCP Property. The approval
by GSD to provide water to SHCP for use on the SHCP Property is extended solely to SHCP and
cannot be assigned by SHCP to any future property owners of the SHCP Property without the
express written consent of GSD. GSD may withhold its consent to any requested assignment by
SHCP in GSD’s sole discretion. In the event the SHCP Property is transferred at any point in
time including, without limitation, any transfer by sale, gift, foreclosure, or other means, the
water connection and service contemplated by this Agreement will be subject to immediate
termination unless and until the GSD Board of Directors reviews and approves, in GSD’s
complete and sole discretion, an application by the new owner for water service and identifies
the type of use, the use areas on the SHCP Property, and the quantity of use requested by any
new owner or transferee of the SHCP Property. The GSD Board of Directors shall have
complete discretion to approve or reject any application for continued water service in the event
the SHCP Property is transferred or sold, and, if approved, may impose such conditions as the
GSD Board of Directors deems appropriate. SHCP acknowledges that it is bound by Section
4.9.c (as well as all other provisions as amended from time to time) of the GSD Water
Ordinances which states: “[a] service connection shall not be used to supply adjoining property
of a different owner or to supply property of the same owner across a street or alley”. The water
delivered under this Agreement to this connection cannot be transmitted across the SHCP
Property boundary for any purpose even with existing or future water easements.
9.
Binding Effect. The Parties to this Agreement mutually agree that it shall be
binding upon their respective heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns.
10.
Entire Agreement. This Agreement, along with the attached exhibits and
additional deeds and conveyancing instruments contemplated hereby, represent the entire
Agreement between the Parties in connection with the transactions contemplated hereby and the
subject matter hereof. This Agreement may not be modified except by a written agreement
signed by both SHCP and the District.
11.
Waiver. No waiver by any party at any time of any breach of any provision of
this Agreement shall be deemed a waiver or a breach of any other provision herein or consent to
any subsequent breach of the same or another provision. If any action by any party shall require
the consent or approval of another party, such consent or approval of such action on any one
occasion shall not be deemed a consent to or approval of such action on any subsequent occasion
or a consent to or approval of any other action.
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Exhibit A - SHCP Water Service Agreement
from 2009-5747-15, pages 8 through 12

Exhibit "B"
SHCP Water Service Areas
1" = 8,000 ft

